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“Fixing my world” 

4º, 5º, 6º primary



Storytelling-Theatre. 
  

“Fixing my world”. 
SYNOPSIS:

In the near future, in a world similar to 
our world,  In a world where environmental work  
is a penalty to people who pollute, oxygen has become the 
most valuable natural resource.
Max, our protagonist, is living in a grey and polluted world 
and he is not happy with this global situation but he does not 
much to change it.
Oxygen pets have become the most important and helpful 
items in every single house as they produce oxygen and Max 
does not know that “Oxy”,his oxygen pet, was created in a 
way that makes it special and able to produce the purest 
oxygen. 
Mr Malevolant, an important and wealthy businessman finds 
out thanks to Max’s mother about this.

Mr Malevolant and his ambition to gain power and control the 
word will lead him to kidnap “oxy” in order to continue 
manipulating the world and take over the oxygen business.

Max will have to change his point of view to rescue “oxy” and 
fix his world if he does not want to have an environmental 
penalty.  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. EDUCATIONAL CONTENT:

. Educational:

Teaches children important things like sequencing, new
nouns, places and some adjectives and grammar
structures like present simple, present continuous, past
simple and future

. Values:

The story teaches children the importance of looking after 
our planet. The importance of recycling, planting flowers, 
trees and look after animal. We must share “the mother 
earth” with the rest of species and keep it safe and 
green.
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VOCABULARY
Please try and work with the children so that they 
understand the following vocabulary beforehand, most of 
these words  will appear during the performance. 
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Nouns Verbs Adjectives 

World To be Sick

Enviroment to have Sad

Pet There be Empty

Pollution To Love Busy

Plastic To Pollute Funny

Organic To Waste Evil

Glass To Tidy up Wicked

Paper To make Polluted

Air To care Dirty/clean

Oxygen To Plant Boring

Metting To Look for Important

Agenda To Protect Charming

Office To Produce Gentle

Factory To Recycle Messy

Power To Live Ambitious



Recycle: Can yo match the objects with the 
containers?
Blue: paper. Yellow: plastic. Green: Glass. Orange: Organic
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Environmental Activities

Protecting your planet is all about increasing environmental 
awareness, and there is always strength in numbers. Consider 
getting your class or even your entire school to help make an 
environmental statement this year.
Planting trees and drawing on posters is good, but what if 
you grabbed your crew and ventured to do some out-of-the-
ordinary environmental activities?  Helping children 
understand the importance of taking care of the environment 
is a great way to teach them character traits like kindness 
and gratitude.

Take a Nature Walk
Take your kids for a walk on the wild side with a guided 
nature tour. Identify inhabitants of the wild and discuss what 
would happen if their natural habitats were destroyed. After 
the activity, allow your group to brainstorm ideas for how 
humans can protect the land and animals around us.

Plant a Community Garden
Get together with some friends and neighbors to plant a 
community garden. Each home can plant herbs, fruit or 
vegetables to share with the rest of the group. Or, ask your 
city to donate land for everyone to help out with. Planting 
your own food will not only save money and time at the 
grocery store, but the air will be cleaner. Also, locally grown 
food is healthier because it is grown with fewer chemicals.
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Create an Outdoor Classroom
Help your students appreciate nature and its beauty by 
building an outdoor classroom. With just some wood and nails 
you can create an amazing outdoor space that's perfect for 
observing nature, writing or lectures. Equip your space with 
benches or chairs made from tree stumps.

Upcycled Folk Art Competition
Let their creative energy soar with an art competition. 
Challenge individuals or teams to create amazing works of art 
from their would-be trash. Have an evening showcase at your 
school and invite parents, community officials and other 
neighbors to see how these brainiacs can turn trash to 
treasure.  Partner with a local museum to exhibit or even 
host an auction for the items.

Organize a Green Fashion Show
Let your little ones strut their green stuff in a fashion 
show. Acceptable fashions may be made from sustainable 
fabrics like organic cotton, hemp, or bamboo. Even plants 
can be used to make clothing items. Let them top off their 
attire with recycled or upcycled accessories like bottlecap 
earrings or seashell necklaces.
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VERBS IN THE PAST SIMPLE:

Look at verbs below. What is their form in the past simple?
Are they regular or irregular?

1. To Be

2. To Have

3. To Love

4. To Pollute

5. To Make

6. To Recycle

7-. To Take

8. To Get

9. To Go

10. To Waste
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SONG
“FIXING MY WORLD”
It’s a new day, waking up again
it’s a new day, feeling good today
Giving up my world
Cleaning up my room, making up the bed
Getting changed again, messing up my hair
fixing my world
Riding my bike, breathing the fresh air
singing loud and clear, fixing up my world 
With oxygen.  that’s a dream….
come on everybody

Tidying up, my world, cleaning up, my 
world
Walking through, my world, riding through, my world
Singing in, my world, dancing in, my world
In my finger tips, it’s up to me…..
to fix my world
I never think of a dirty world
Feeling good today, breathing the fresh air
with oxygen
Why don’t we recycle, we have global warning
Why don’t we care , we have global warning
fixing our world, that’s a dream. Come on everybody!!

Tidying up, my world, cleaning up, my world
Walking through, my world, riding through, my world
Singing in, my world, dancing in, my world
In my finger tips, it’s up to us…..to fix our world
 we can do it!!   fix our world!!!
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SONG
“RECYCLE NOW”
Around the world, Everybody go!
We can make this work, Get ready world power.
Around the world, Everybody go!
We can make this work, Get ready green power.
Blue…let’s recycle paper, Check it out
Yellow… Let’s recycle plastic, check it out
Recicle now, Pollution has to stop
turn the lights off, get ready oxy power
Recicle now, pollution has to stop
turn the lights off, get ready oxy power
Green…. let’s recycle glass, Check it out
Orange….let’s recycle organic, Check it out
…don’t you stop, get it done.
…don’t you stop and get it done and get it done
…don’t you stop, get it done.
…don’t you stop and get it done and get it done
Around the world, everybody go!
We can make this work, get ready world power.
Recicle now, pollution has to stop
turn the lights off, get ready oxy power
Blue…let’s recycle paper, Check it out
Yellow… Let’s recycle plastic, check it out
Blue, paper
Yellow, plastic
Green, glass
Orange, Organic.
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  Thank you. 
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